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The topic for this issue is
                                         any of the primary colors of red, yellow, or blue.

planting
an impressionist garden
primary palette

Lee Nash - France

red kayak . . .
a beluga whale
sings to me

Debbie Strange - Canada

knowable
and unknowable
blue butterfly

Michael Stinson - USA

needlepoint
I pick the red
out of the sunset

Andy McLellan - UK

red to the power of yellow
the mathematics
of a firestorm

Timothy Murphy - Spain

burning bush
the hush 
after her first kiss 

Jennifer Hambrick - USA



as if it were first . . .
her yellow ribbon
at the fair

Pat Davis - USA

"blue moon"
a love dream
comes true

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore - Italy 

first frost . . .
one red mitten
beneath the sassafras 

Julie Warther - USA

such old steps
I water the sunflowers
for van Gogh

Alan Summers - UK

broken heart -
the first red leaf
on the vine

Elisa Allo - Switzerland (formerly Italy)

lavender breeze . . .
on the stone Buddha
a yellow butterfly

Marion Alice Poirier - USA



morning moon
the blue
all around

Matthew Caretti - Malawi 

yellowed 
the pages 
of our love

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

the red horse
of a gone friend
wet mane

Adrian Bouter - Netherlands 

midnight blooms -
blue petals hanging
from the moon

Isabel Caves - New Zealand 

last swallowtail
trailing memories
of spring

Mark Gilbert - UK

summer morn
watching blue birds
be blue birds

Barbara Tate - USA



autumn canvas
I paint my own
blue skies 

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

yellow warbler -
trying to identify
her accent

Jessica Malone Latham - USA

sunset
the sky steals the red
from a tulip

Lucia Fontana - Italy

blue - 
the melancholy 
of bent strings

John McDonald - UK

red signal
the sudden silence
after the rain

Angelo B. Ancheta - Philippines 

she flutters
in a burst of catkins
blue butterfly

Michael H. Lester - USA



her blue blanket
Linus
lives on

Tia Haynes - USA

red moon . . .
a fox's shadow
climbs the wall

Martha Magenta - UK

grape hyacinth
an infusion of hope
in the air

Devin Harrison - Canada 

autumn leaves
half green, half yellow
drift onto my son's grave

David He Zhuanglang - China

maple
on the windowsill
the first red leaves

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

dusk
over rapeseed hills
a slipper moon

Jan Benson - USA



yellow canoes
bobbing on the surface
tulip petals

Claire Vogel Camargo - USA

starbursts
of red . . . yellow . . . blue
tie-dyed shirt 

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

code red -
second bloom
of raspberries

Angiola Inglese - Italy
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